Delmarva GRITS Celebrate
Oxford Gun Club‛s
60th Anniversary

Girls Really Into Shooting ‐ Is an organization created by women, for women. The
purpose of GRITS is to foster and encourage women to participate in shotgun sports
by introducing them to the sport in a non‐competitive, fun and safe atmosphere with
like minded women. Beginners are encouraged. One does not need to be a GRITS
member to attend their first or second GRITS event.

Women only, pre registration required
Saturday October 15, 2016
Oxford Gun Club
http://www.oxfordgunclub.org/directions.htm
Arrive, register and sign waiver 10:30
group photo and squad assignments 10:45
Shooting

starts promptly at 11:00 ending at 1:00
Celebration 1:00  2:00 bring a snack to share and your favorite libation for
AFTER. We will also have shopping after, Jack Bart will be there with new & used
shotguns made FOR WOMEN. Arden Hunters Guild with shooting accessories
and attire for women. Just added, Artemis Outfitters and DE Collections.
100 Targets. Oxford is graciously opening the 50 target Clays course, Wobble and
Intermediate 5 stand for us to shoot. All fun and fair targets. No score keeping,
shooting clays just for the fun of it!
Beginners clinic will have a private section with instruction, 25 targets. Sign up
early, limited to 14.
GRITS members $35 Non members $50 *Checks accepted, payable to Delmarva
GRITS, I can send you a Paypal invoice, or cash day of.
You MUST contact Andrea to preregister and be placed on an appropriate squad
by Wednesday October 12. (FB does not count as registration)
Andrea Seefeldt Knight: delmarvagrits@gmail.com

For more information on GRITS or to join:

https://gritsgobang.org/
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BARTS SPORTS WORLD
New & Used Clay Target Shotguns
JACK BART 4107463232
ROY BART 4105075184
Jack will have a selection of shotguns that fit women, including the Syren line. Attend the
shoot, buy a gun from the Bart’s in the month of October and receive a Gift Certificate for
a Sporting Clays lesson from Andrea Seefeldt Knight

____________________________________________________

Arden Hunters Guild is focused on outfitting women who enjoy hunting & shooting. We know
that this lifestyle inspires and resonates with women, so our mission is to make it more
accessible to all the ladies interested in fun and adventure. We want to remove the obstacles
deterring women from going out into the field with confidence, comfort and style.
http://www.ardenhuntersguild.com/

for further information: Julie Smith tel:4104047071

______________________________________________________________________________

DE Collections is a lifestyle company focused on combining

casual simplicity with high fashion elegance for the contemporary woman.
http://www.devineecollections.com Renee Townsley 4105989090

For more information on GRITS or to join:

https://gritsgobang.org/
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Artemis Outfitters is your premier source for collectible and modern firearms, ammunition,
decoys, artwork, clothing and unique gifts. We cater to the Sporting Lifestyle. We carry a full
line of products from Beretta, Filson, Browning, Orvis, Yeti Coolers, Americase, Costa Del Mar,
Ruger, Winchester, Remington, Smith & Wesson, Colt, Sig Sauer, LWRC, etc..
http://artemisoutfitters.com/

__________________________________________________________________________

CZ USA

CZ Lady Sterling: http://czusa.com/product/czladysterling/

For more information on GRITS or to join:

https://gritsgobang.org/

